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 precision cut - the line was fully locked in place and the first board was ready to be assembled. Manual Parts Weighting It is very important that you follow these manual weighting instructions when cutting parts with FUS, or they can be damaged. Lower part weighting: Lower part weights are calculated manually, using the part thickness and recommended load. Calculate load (Pounds) Tapered lower
part weighting: Tapered lower part weights are calculated manually, using the thickness of the tip of the part and recommended load. Tip loads should not exceed the strength of the thinnest section of the part. Calculate tip load: Calculate tip load (Pounds) General Lower Part Weight Lower part weights can be calculated manually or via an online weighting tool, such as the www.articulationtool.com

online weighting tool. Weight Wires (through connectors): The recommended parts load for weight wires is always the same as the weight of the part when it is cut. However, if the part you want to weight is wire, then there are two different ways of determining the weight of a wire: The Standard Way: Calculate the recommended load for the weight wires using the following equations: Calculate
recommended load for weight wires (Pounds) Recommended load for weight wires is always the same as the weight of the weight wires when the weight wire is connected to the board. The Other Way: The weight of the weight wires can also be calculated by adding a unit of measurement to the recommended load for the part that is connected to the weight wires (e.g. “120mm”), and then multiplying

the recommended load for the weight wire by the thickness of the part to be cut (e.g. “80mm”). The thickness of the part must be the total thickness of all the parts being cut. Part Thicker Than the Recommended Load (ie: 135mm above) We have found that the value provided by the Standard Way always over-estimates the weight of a wire by 0.5%. Part Thinner than the Recommended Load (ie:
100mm below) We have found that the value provided by the Standard Way always under-estimates the weight of a wire by 0.5%. 82157476af
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